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Abstract: Comparison and rigidity theorems are proved for curves of bounded geodesic curvature in singular 
spaes of curvature bounded above. Most of these estimates do not appear in the literature even for smooth 
curves in Riemannian manifolds. Geodesic curvature (which agrees with the usual one in the smooth case) 
is defined by comparison to curves of constant curvature in a model space. Two methods of comparison are 
used, preserving either sidelengths of inscribed triangles or arclength and chordlength. Using a majorization 
theorem of Reshetnyak, we obtain best possible global comparisons for arclength, chordlength, width and 
base angles in a CAT(K) space. A criterion for a metric ball to be a CAT(K) space is also given, in terms 
of the radius and the radial uniqueness property. 
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1. Introduction 
This paper proves global comparison and rigidity theorems, of the type due to Schur and 
Schwarz for smooth curves in the plane [13], for curves of bounded geodesic curvature in a 
singular space M of Alexandrov curvature bounded above. Most of these estimates do not seem 
to appear in the literature even for smooth curves in Riemannian manifolds; abstracting to metric 
spaces turns out to be an effective way to study the smooth case. 
We define the geodesic curvature of a curve in a metric space by comparison to curves of 
constant curvature in a model space. Two methods of comparison are used, one preserving 
sidelengths of inscribed triangles and the other preserving arclength and chordlength; both yield 
the usual notion of geodesic curvature when applied to a smooth curve in a Riemannian manifold. 
We show, using the interplay between these two notions of geodesic curvature and a majorization 
theorem of Reshetnyak, that statements about curves of bounded geodesic curvature in M may 
be transformed into the corresponding statements for convex curves in the model space SK. 
(Throughout, SK will denote the 2-dimensional spherical, Euclidean or hyperbolic space of 
constant curvature K.) As a result, we obtain best possible global arc/chord, width and base 
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angle estimates for curves of bounded curvature in M. 
Section 2 defines the two notions of geodesic curvature and gives relations between them that 
hold in an arbitrary metric space. From Section 3 on, we work in the class of metric spaces M 
of Alexandrov curvature at most K. (We do not assume local compactness.) By definition, this 
means that each point has an open neighborhood U, in which any two points are joined by a 
minimizing geodesic (a curve realizing distance in M) and for any minimizing geodesic triangle 
in U with perimiter less than 215/a, the distance between points on the triangle is at most equal 
to the distance between corresponding points on the triangle in SK with the same sidelengths. (We 
call U an RK domain in M.) This class of spaces M is very rich, including important examples 
besides Riemannian manifolds of sectional curvature at most K. For instance, Riemannian 
manifolds with boundary satisfying appropriate boundary and interior curvature conditions are 
included [4]. Polyhedra whose simplices are isometric to simplices of constant curvature K and 
whose tangent cones at vertices have curvature at most 0 are also included ([17]; also see [8] and 
[29]). See the discussions in Gromov’s far-reaching papers [ 171 and [ 181. 
It is clear from the example of a cylinder that estimates relating the arclength of a curve to its 
chordlength (i.e., the distance between its ends) will break down without further restriction on 
the space. For a simply connected example, take a waisted sphere of curvature at most 1 with a 
closed geodesic of length less than 21r (compare Corollary 1.2(c)). Thus we often assume further 
that M itself is an Rk domain; such a space is also called a CAT(K) space. It is equivalent o 
assume that minimizers of length < n/e exist, are unique and vary continously with their 
endpoints [5,6]. There are useful criteria to guarantee globalization. By a theorem of Gromov 
[ 16,17,8,1,35,36] that extends the Hadamard-Cartan theorem, any complete, simply connected 
space of curvature at most K < 0 is an R k. Section 4 gives the corresponding globalization 
theorem for K > 0 (Theorem 4.3). Namely, a metric ball in M of radius less than n/2&? for 
which minimizers to the centerpoint exist, are unique and vary continuously with their starting 
point is an Rk. This is proved for Riemannian manifolds in [ 12,221. 
The following comparison theorem for arclength and chordlength of curves of bounded cur- 
vature will be proved in Section 5; Section 6 proves comparisons for width and base angles. Here 
K denotes the pointwise arc/chord geodesic curvature to be defined below (for smooth curves in 
Riemannian manifolds, it coincides with the ordinary geodesic curvature). A k-curve in SK is a 
curve of constant curvature k. Thus a complete k-curve is a circle, geodesic line, horocycle or 
equidistant curve. 
Theorem 1.1. Let y be a curve in Rk satisfying I? < k, where the sum of the arclength and 
chordlength of y is less than 2~/&?. Then y has the same arclength and chordlength as a 
k’-curve in Sk for some k’ < k. If k’ = k, then y and its chord bound a totally geodesic surface 
in M that is isometric to a domain in Sk bounded by a k-curve and its chord. 
Corollary 1.2. Let y be a curve in Rk satisfying k < k, with the sum of its arclength s and 
chordlength r less than 2x/a. Let o be the complete k-curve in Sk. 
(a) If r is less than the diameter of o, then y is either no longer than the minor arc of o with 
chordlength r or no shorter than the major arc of u with chordlength r. The upper bound on 
length holds ifthe diameter of y is less than the diameter of cr. 
(b) Ifs is less than the length of u, then the chordlength of y is at least that of an arc of o 
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with length s. 
(c) If y is closed and nonconstant (not necessarily closing smoothly), then y is no shorter 
than a complete k-curve (necessarily a circle) in Sk. 
In [25], Karcher proved the bound in 1.2(c), together with its corresponding rigidity theorem, 
for any smooth curve y bounding a simply connected region in a complete two-dimensional 
Riemannian manifold, assuming y has nonnegative inward curvature and does not intersect its 
own cut locus. It follows from [24] that such a y lies in an R k. In [ 141, Dekster proved the upper 
bound on length of Corollary 1.2(a) for smooth curves lying in a compact normal coordinate ball 
of radius less than 1-r/21/17 in a Riemannian manifold. Although Dekster took another approach, 
it follows from the radial uniqueness theorem described above that such a ball is an Rk . 
The comparison theorems that we have chosen to include in this paper are those for which we 
know of useful applications. For instance, Corollary 1.2(c) easily implies an a priori dimension- 
independent lower bound on the injectivity radius of a submanifold of bounded second funda- 
mental form in a Riemannian manifold of bounded sectional curvature and injectivity radius. A 
dimension-dependent lower bound was established in [34]. Theorems 1 .l, 5.1 and 6.1 lead to 
a proof of a dimension-independent version of Gromov’s fibration theorem for manifolds with 
boundary M [15], as will be shown in [2]. This theorem states that if the sectional curvatures of 
the interior of M and the normal curvatures of its boundary are sufficiently small relative to its 
inradius, then M is diffeomorphic to the product of a hypersurface and an interval or is doubly 
covered by such a product. 
Finally we state Reshetnyak’s majorization theorem. A map between metric spaces is called 
nonexpanding if it never increases the distance between points. A convex domain D in SK 
majorizes a rectifiable closed curve y in a metric space if there is a nonexpanding map from 
D to the space whose restriction to the boundary of D is an arclength preserving map onto the 
image of y . We shall also say that the boundary of D majorizes y . 
Theorem 1.3. (Reshetnyak [32]) Let y be a rectijable closed curve in RK of length less than 
2x1~6. Then there exists a convex domain in Sk that majorizes y. 
2. Geodesic curvature 
Recall that a k-curve is a curve of constant curvature k in Sk. A minor k-curve is one that 
makes acute angles with its chord. A major k-curve is either the complement of a minor k-curve 
in a complete k-curve or a semicircle; when the underlying complete curve is not a circle, a 
major k-curve has two components. 
In a metric space X, let m, p, q, be distinct points on a curve y in X and a, b, c be the distances 
between them; assume the perimeter condition a + b + c < 2n/fi (= 00 if K < 0). Then 
XK,v(m, p, q) will denote the unique k for which a k-curve in Sk has an inscribed triangle with 
sides of lengths a, b, c. Thus 
states that for every three points on y satisfying the perimeter condition, the corresponding model 
triangle in Sk is inscribed in a k’-curve with k’ < k. 
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The pointwise upper and lower osculating curvatures at a parameter value t are obtained 
by taking the upper and lower limits over triples of distinct points m = y(u), p = y(t), q = 
y(u), u c t -C U, as u and LJ approach t: 
ii(t) = limsup{xK,yh P, q)I, K(t) = liminfIxK,,h P, 4)). 
Here we have left the “K” out of the notation because, in fact, the functions being defined are 
independent of K, since the spaces Sk are all infinitesimally Euclidean. (This independence is 
not entirely obvious, because curvature is a second-order effect; we have verified it by a tedious 
calculation, using Proposition 2.2 below and the Cayley-Menger determinant formula for the 
curvature of a circumscribed circle in SO.) Finally, if i (t) = x (t), we denote the common value - 
by x(t), the osculating curvature at t. 
For a C4 curve in a Riemannian manifold the pointwise upper and lower osculating curvatures 
coincide with the geodesic curvature. (This follows from [ 191; see Proposition 2.3.) For a convex 
curve y in Sk, the upper osculating curvature coincides with the lower limit of the curvatures of 
all k-curves through p that are inward local supports for y. 
The osculating curvature will be used to study a more central object of our concern, namely, 
arc/chord curvature. This is based on the relation of the arclength s to the chordlength r of a 
subarc of a rectifiable curve y . For any subarc y ’ satisfying s + r < 27r/a, let KK, y ( y ‘) denote 
the unique k for which there exists a k-curve in Sk having length s and chordlength r. Thus 
states that for every subarc of y satisfying s + r --z 2x/&?, there is a k’-curve having the 
same length and chordlength and satisfying k’ < k. There are two other characterizations of the 
inequality kK,y < k, in terms of comparisons with k-curves in S K : one for the same arclengths, the 
other for the same chordlengths. It is trivial to establish the equivalence of these characterizations, 
but we make them explicit to show the significance of KK,~. 
Proposition 2.1. The following are equivalent conditions on a rectifiable curve y in a metric 
space. 
(4 k~,r < k. 
(b) For any subarc of y for which s + r c 2x/d? and s is at most the length of the complete 
k-curve in SK, a k-curve of length s has chordlength < r. 
(c) For any subarc of y such that s + r c 27s/fi and r is at most the diameter of the 
complete k-curve in SK, a chord in SK of length r cuts a complete k-curve into arcs of lengths 
s_ and s+, where either s < s_ or s 3 s+. (If the complete k-curve is not a circle, then there are 
actually three k-arcs cut o#by a chord, two of them with length s+ = 00.) 
The pointwise upper and lower arc/chord curvatures at a parameter value t are defined by 
taking upper and lower limits over subarcs y’ defined on parameter segments including and 
approaching t : 
K(t) = lims~pkK,~(y’), E(t) = liminfkK,y(y’). 
If the two coincide, we denote the common value by I. We have again left K out of the notation 
for the pointwise curvatures because they are independent of K. This is a consequence of the fol- 
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lowing proposition, which is elaborated and proved in the appendix. It implies that the pointwise 
arc/chord curvatures are upper and lower limits, over subarcs as above, of vm. 
Proposition 2.2. Let s = a(r, k, K) be the arclength of a minor k-arc of chordlength r in Sk. 
Then the&fiction a is an analyticfunction of (r, k, K) with series in powers ofr in all cases: 
1 
a = r + -k2r3 + 
9k4 + 8k2 K 
24 1920 
r5+... . 
For smooth curves in a Riemannian manifold the local expression for chord in terms of arc 
depends only on the geodesic curvature up to a fourth order error. Consequently, the pointwise 
arc/chord curvature exists and coincides with the geodesic curvature: 
Proposition 2.3. [ 191 Let y be a C4 regular curve in a Riemannian manifold, parametrized b>l 
arc length s, having geodesic curvature K~ at s = 0 and chordlength r = d(y (0), y(s)). Then 
r = Is](l - &K;S*) + O(s4) 
and hence K (0) = K~. 
Remark 2.4. Historical note. For curves in general metric spaces, pointwise curvatures based 
on inscribed triangles (using the plane Su as model space) were studied by Menger [26], Alt, 
and Pauc [28]. Their definitions involve upper and lower limits over less restricted classes of 
triangles than ours. The definition that we have adopted is attributed to Giidel (cf. [27, footnote, 
p. 3651). Arc/chord curvatures were introduced and studied by Haantjes [19,20], again using a 
less restricted class of arcs. Thus Menger’s and Haantjes’ pointwise upper curvatures, respec- 
tively, are the minimal functions that are no less than our osculating and arc/chord curvatures 
and are upper semicontinuous (hence measurable). In Example 2.8 below, these curvatures are 
cc everywhere, while ours are 00 on a countable dense set and 0 on a set of full measure. The 
curvatures of Menger and Haantjes lack the property that for a convex curve of bounded cur- 
vature in the plane, the integral of curvature as a function of arclength is the total turn of the 
tangent, whereas ours preserve this property. Questions studied by Menger, Haantjes, and others 
included rectifiability, whether a metric continuum is an arc, and characterization of geodesics 
by curvature. Subsequently it became clear through Alexandrov’s work that geodesic metric 
spaces with a bound on Alexandrov curvature (the analogue of sectional curvature) were fertile 
ground for geometry [5,6]. Beginning in the next section, we work in this setting. This turns out 
to yield effecnve global tools even for studying smooth curves of bounded geodesic curvature 
in Riemannian manifolds. 
First we show that in arbitrary metric spaces, xK,y < k implies KK,~ 6 k. Since a curve can 
double back and forth on itself (nonrectifiably) and still have finite osculating curvature, we need 
the hypothesis that )/ be one-one. Rectifiability in part (d) follows from [28]; a proof is included 
because we need a specific length estimate. D(K, k) will denote the diameter of the complete 
k-curve in SK; it is 00 for noncircles. 
Theorem 2.5. Let y : [0, l] + X be a one-one curve satisfying xk ,r 6 k in a metric space 
X. Set D = diam(y[O, 11) and suppose D < D(K, k). Then: 
(a) All subarcs of y satisfy the condition s + r < 2~r/fi. 
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(b) For every triangle with vertices on y, the triangle in SK with the same side lengths is 
inscribed in a minor k’-arc for some k’ < k. 
(c) d (y (0)) y (t)) is a strictly increasing finction oft. 
(d) y is rectiJable and KK,~ < k. 
Proof. We first prove (b), (c), (d) using (a) as part of the hypothesis. 
Let r = d (y (0), y (1)). Consider a half-plane H in SK with a segment pq of length r in its 
edge and the minor and major k-curves C,,,, CM with ends p, q in H (see Figure 1). Thus CM 
is the reflection in the edge of H of the complement of C, in the complete k-curve containing 
C,. We construct a continuous curve y * : [0, l] -+ H by requiring that the triangle pq y * (t) 
have side-lengths pq = r, pY*(t) = d&(O), Y(t)), qY*(t) = d(y(l), Y(t)). The curve y* is 
well-defined if K > 0 because we are assuming (a). Since D is the diameter of y, y* lies within 
circles of radius D centered at p and q. Since Xk,y(y(O), y(t), y(l)) < k, we see that y*(t) 
lies either in the region S bounded by C, and pq or outside the open region bounded by CM 
and pq. Taking these conditions together, if D were greater than r, there would be two or three 
closed regions other than S through which y* might run: a “triangle” T at the top of CM, and 
two wings V, W on either side of S and connected to S at p and q. 
H 
P 4 
Figure 1 
Since y*(O) = p and, when it exists, T is disjoint from the other regions, y* cannot reach 
T. Note that y * (1) = q . If y * were to have any points in V or W except p or q, then y * would 
have to pass through p or q, respectively, a second time in going from p to q. But if y*(t) = p, 
then d(v(O), v(t)) = 0, and this violates the condition that y be one-one. Thus y* is in S, 
so that d&(O), v(t)) < d&(O), v( 1)) and (b) is true for all triangles that include the ends of 
y. Moreover, the same argument can be applied to any subarc of y, so that (b) and (c) follow 
immediately. 
To prove (d), it suffices to establish by induction on the number of partition points that for 
0 = to < t1 < . . * < tn = 1, the sum of lengths d(y &_I), V(Q)) is bounded above by a 
sum of noncrossing chords of C,. It follows from what we have proved that for n = 2 the two 
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sides y (0)~ (ti), y (tl) y (1) can be realized as noncrossing chords of C,. But whenever we add 
another point t’ between ti-i and ti, the two new sides ad, v(t’)y(ti) can be realized 
as noncrossing chords of the arc for ~(ti-i)~(ti) in the same way. 
Now we prove (a). We can consider the set of subarcs of y to be parametrized by [O, 11 x [0, 11, 
using the parameter values of the ends of the subarc. The value s +r is easily seen to be increasing 
as the arc is extended, since by the triangle inequality r cannot decrease more than s increases. 
Thus the maximum of s + r for all subarcs of a given arc is actually attained for the whole arc, 
and is a continuous function of the two endpoints. The inequality s + r < 2n/fi specifies a 
nonempty open subset U of [0, l] x [0, 11. By what we have proved, every subarc corresponding 
to some (t, t’) E U has length s 6 ]C,] and chordlength r 6 D. But D + IC,l < 2n/fi, so 
that the value of s + r on every subarc for 0 is also less than 2n/&?. This says that U is also 
closed, so U has to be all of [0, l] x [0, l] and (a) is proved. 0 
Remark 2.6. Let y satisfy the same hypotheses as in Theorem 2.5. Suppose also that XK.~ 3 k’. 
Then one can show by a polygonal approximation argument hat KK,~ 3 k’. 
Remark 2.7. Suppose y is a locally one-one rectifiable curve in a metric space. Then one can 
verify that the upper and lower pointwise curvatures X, K, x , E are measurable, by realizing them 
as monotone limits of measurable functions. If xK.y or K& is bounded, then the corresponding 
pointwise curvatures are integrable. 
Example 2.8. For a convex curve in the plane, a natural curvature at a point is given by the 
limits of difference quotients of the tangent urning angle 0 with respect to arclength s. Since 
H is monotone, r) = dQ/ds exists almost everywhere. In this setting, Jessen considered a one- 
sided curvature that is closely related to our x, and showed that for each point and support line, 
1~. i] c [n, ii] ([21]; see also [ 10, Sect. 171). Jessen showed by example that the two intervals 
need not coincide even at a smooth point of the curve. We can show that K need not equal ij 
and inequality may hold in either direction (in fact, K 6 (1.38 . . )ij). A relatively simple power 
series calculation shows that where Q exists, n = K. Thus r] = K = x almost everywhere, and 
if 8 is absolutely continuous, then the integrals of both K and X are the total turn of the convex 
curve. In particular, this holds if K is bounded, since Theorem 6.1 below implies that then 0 is, 
Lipschitz continuous in s. 
We may construct a convex curve in the plane with vertices that are dense in its arclength 
parameter interval (0, 1) as follows. To each dyadic rational skn = (2k - 1)/2”, 1 6 k < 2”-l., 
assign the weight rkklZ = 2-2”. Define the turning function for the arc (x(s), y(s)) by 
Q(s) = XI Tk,l : Sk,* 6 sl, 
so that the curve is given by 
x(s) = 
s 
s 
cos O(t) dt, Y(S) = 
0 s 
s 
sin8(t) dt. 
0 
Then dH/ds exists almost everywhere, and it is not hard to check that where it exists it vanishes. 
For this curve. K&) = cc and K = 0 almost everywhere. To obtain a convex curve satisfying 
K < 1, take the outward parallel curve at distance 1 from the curve just constructed. Correspond- 
ing to each s~,~ the parallel curve has a circular arc of length rkkn and radius 1. Note that since 
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the circular arcs are dense in the parallel curve, the upper Menger and Haantjes curvatures are 
constantly 1 and do not have the total turn as their integral (see Remark 2.4). 
3. Geodesic curvature in metric spaces with curvature < K 
From now on, we work in a metric space of curvature bounded above in the sense of Alexan- 
drov. In particular, recall that RK denotes such a space in which any two points are joined by a 
minimizer and for any triangle of minimizers of perimeter less than 2rr/&?, the distance be- 
tween points on the triangle is at most equal to the distance between the corresponding points on 
the model triangle in Sk. In this setting, the arc/chord and osculating curvatures have increased 
interaction. To prove the following equivalence, we verify it first in Sk and then show, using 
Reshetnyak’s theorem on majorizing maps (Theorem 1.3), that it may be transferred to RK. 
Recall that the diameter of a complete k-curve in Sk is denoted by D(K, k). By a k-Zune in Sk, 
we mean the convex hull of a minor k-curve; the k-lozenge of two points at distance less than 
D(K, k) apart is the union of the two k-lunes on either side of their chord. 
Theorem 3.1. If y is a one-one rectifiable curve of length less than D( K, k) in RK, then 
XK,~ 6 k if and only if KK,y 6 k. 
Proof. It suffices by Theorem 2.5(d) to suppose kK,y < k and prove XK,), < k. 
First take y in Sk. Since IyJ < D(K, k) < n/a, all subarcs of y satisfy s + r < 2n/fi. 
Let p, q be two points of y and let S be their k-lozenge. By Theorem 2.5(b), in order to prove 
XKSY < k it suffices to show that the subarc of y from p to q lies in S. But in the manifold with 
boundary Sk - S, the shortest path t between two points m, n of the boundary aS lies along that 
boundary, and if d(m, n) = r, then we clearly have )r1 > a@, k, K). This shows that no open 
subarc of y between p and q could be outside S. 
Now take y in RK. Let p, m, q be three points in order on y, and t be the subarc of y from 
p to q. Consider a closed convex curve p’ in SK that majorizes the curve consisting of t and its 
chord, and let t’ be the subarc of p’ corresponding to t . Then the majorizing property states that 
every subarc of t’ has chord no shorter than the corresponding subarc of t, and hence kk,r’ < k. 
By the preceding paragraph, it follows that Xk ,5f < k. By Theorem 2.5(b), the triple p’, m’, q’ 
corresponding to p, m, q is inscribed in some minor k’-arc with k’ 6 k. But the majorizing 
property implies that pm < p’m’ and mq < m’q’, while pq = p’q’. Therefore the distances 
pm, mq, pq determine a triangle in SK that is itself inscribed in a minor arc of a k/-curve with 
k’ < k. Thus XK,), 6 k. 0 
Alexandrov’s definition of a direction at a point p is in terms of angles between rectifiable 
arcs starting at p [5]. Two arcs have an angle (z if for all points q, r, one on each arc and neither 
equal to p, the corresponding angle Lq’p’r’ in Sk converges to CY as q, r converge to p. (Here 
Aq’p’r’ is a possibly degenerate triangle in SK having the same side lengths as Apqr.) Two arcs 
have the same direction if a! = 0; an arc has a direction if the angle with itself exists, and hence 
is 0. For a curve in RK, boundedness of curvature easily leads to the existence of directions at 
angle rr to each other: 
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Proposition 3.2. Let y be a one-one rectifiable curve with KK,~ < k in a space of curvature 
bounded above. Then at each of its interior points, y has left and right directions, which are at 
angle rt apart. The directions at the ends also exist. 
Proof. Since the claim is local, we may assume that y lies in Rk. By Theorem 3.1, y satisfies 
XK,y < k. For a sufficiently small subarc of y with endpoint p, all inscribed triangles that include 
p have their model triangles trapped in k-lunes, as in Theorem 2.5(b). Therefore the model angle 
at p’ is smaller than the lune’s angle. Since the size of the lune’s angle goes to 0 as the chord 
goes to 0, the subarc of y has a direction at p. If m and q are on opposite sides of p along y 
then the model triangle Am’p’q’ lies in a k-lune with chord m’q’. As m, q converge to p. the 
angle at the interior vertex p’ converges to 17. 0 
The following lemma relating the pointwise arc/chord and osculating curvatures in SK is key 
to the globalization theorems in Section 5 and Section 6. By a convex curve in SK we mean one 
that together with its chord bounds a convex region. 
Lemma 3.3. For a convex curve y in Sk, the following are equivalent: 
(a) K < k. 
(b) X 6 k. 
(c) Any subarc y’ of y of length at most D(K, k)/2 satisfies xK,Y’ 6 k. 
Proof. (a) =+- (b): If j(p) > k, then there are ordered triples m, p, q of points arbitrarily close 
to p on y. and k’ > k, such that p lies outside the k’-lozenge of m and q. Let y’ be the subarc 
of y joining m and q. Consider the one-parameter subgroup of rigid motions that translates the 
perpendicular bisector of the chord mq, and moves toward p the k’-curve with endpoints m and 
q having p on its outside. Without loss of generality, this k’-curve can be moved past y’. Since 
‘J’ contains no k’-arc, arbitrarily close to its last point of contact n with y’, the moving k’-curve 
will cut off from y’ an arc containing n that is longer than a k/-arc between its endpoints. But 
then K(n) > k, contradicting (a). 
(b) + (c): Suppose X < k. Then y is C’ by Proposition 3.2. Moreover, it follows easily from 
convexity that at each point, y is properly locally supported on the inside by a tangent k’-circle 
for any k’ > k. We must verify uniformity of the support interval. We claim that for any two 
points p, q of y at arclength less than D(K, k)/2 apart and any k’ > k, p and q are joined by a 
minor k’-arc that enters the outside of y and does not intersect y between p and q. To see this, 
let y’ be the subarc between p and q. Join p to q by a smooth curve a! : [0, l] + SK of length 
less than D(K, k)/2, lying close to y’ and on its outside. Suppose (11 intersects y’ only at t = 0. 1 
and and these intersections are nontangential. Consider the minor k’-arc fii joining p and q and 
lying on the same side of the chord pq as y’. Then /?I belongs to a continuous one-parameter 
family p1 of minor k’-arcs between p and a(t). If some /?, intersects y’ between p and q, let 
I? > 0 be the infimum of such t. Then either ,&, is tangent o y’ and supports it on the outside, 
which contradicts the inner support property, or Bb intersects y’ only at p and q, giving a minor 
X’-arc of the desired type. It follows that a subarc of y of length at most D(K, k) centered at p 
cannot enter the interior of the complete k’-curve tangent o y at p and lying on its inward side. 
Since k’ is arbitrarily close to k, the same is true fork, and (c) follows. 
(c) + (a): This is immediate since XK,~’ < k implies KK.~~ ,< k by Theorem 2.5(d). q 
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Corollary 3.4. For a rectijable curve y in a space of curvature bounded above, K < k implies 
jj < k. 
Proof. For any subarc r of y, a convex majorizing curve t’ in SK necessarily satisfies 17 < k. By 
Lemma 3.3, if t is sufficiently short, then xk ,rf < k. As in the proof of Theorem 3.1, it follows 
that y satisfies j 6 k. q 
Remark 3.5. Alexandrov developments. A curve in RK satisfying i2 < k may be characterized 
as one that appears from every viewing point to be “less convex” than a k-curve in SK. This 
description is analogous to Petrunin’s definition of a quasigeodesic in a space of curvature 
bounded below, as a curve that appears convex from every viewing point [30,31]; this definition 
also has a natural extension to curves of bounded geodesic curvature in such spaces. 
More specifically, suppose y is a rectifiable curve parametrized by arclength in RK and p is a 
point not on y . The Afexandrov development y ’ of y from p is a curve in SK obtained as follows: 
associate to p a point p’ in Sk, and associate to the minimizer py (t), a minimizer p’y’(t) of the 
same length, turning monotonically in t in such a way that t is also the arclength parameter of 
y’ [6]. The union of the p’y’(t) is called the cone of the development. A development is pos- 
sible whenever the maximum distance from p to y is less than rr/&?. It can be verified using 
Theorem 5.1 that y satisfies K 6 k if and only if every Alexandrov development of y is locally 
supported at each of its points by an arc of a k-curve lying in the cone of the development. In this 
sense the Alexandrov development has inward curvature at most k, but it can have large outward 
curvature. Roughly speaking, Reshetnyak’s construction proceeds from an Alexandrov develop- 
ment by “opening it out” to a convex curve while nowhere increasing inward curvature. In this 
paper we do not use Alexandrov developments directly because, as the proof of Theorem 3.1 il- 
lustrates, Reshetnyak’s theorem conveys the associated information in a particularly useful form. 
4. Radial uniqueness and bipoint uniqueness 
The theorems of Section 3 lead to the solution of several interesting extremal problems for 
curves lying in spaces that satisfy the RK condition. The associated condition of bipoint unique- 
ness is difficult to verify directly, so it is fortunate that it is a consequence of the simpler ra- 
dial uniqueness condition in sufficiently small balls, as we prove in this section. In particular, 
radial uniqueness is automatic for lifts under the exponential map at p (to the tangent space at 
p in the Riemannian setting; to the space of geodesics from p in the general setting, as in [ 11). 
We say that a subset U of a metric space M satisfies bipoint uniqueness if between every pair 
of points in U there is a unique M-geodesic in II, and this geodesic minimizes lengths of curves 
in U between its endpoints and varies continuously with respect to the uniform topology on 
curves as the endpoints vary. For this purpose we assume that geodesics have constant speed and 
are parametrized by [0, 11. These geodesics do not have to be minimizers in M, as, for example, 
occurs with a ball of radius 1 in an ordinary cylinder of circumference 3. In a space of curvature 
at most K, every point has a neighborhood satisfying bipoint uniqueness. 
A subset U of M satisfies radial uniqueness from a point m if there is a unique M-minimizer 
in U from m to any other point in U, and this minimizer varies continuously as its righthand 
endpoint varies. We denote by r the radial distance function from m. 
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If M is complete and locally compact, then by a standard argument one shows that a bounded 
sequence of geodesics has a subsequence converging to a geodesic. Thus for locally compact 
spaces it is unnecessary to require that the geodesics vary continuously with the ends, since it 
is a consequence of uniqueness and local compactness. The following example, a “wheel with 
uncountably many spokes,” shows that the definition cannot be simplified in the same way in 
more general spaces with curvature no more than K. Start with a metric circle and a separate 
point m. Then for each point of the circle attach a segment of unit length to connect m to that 
point. These new segments are to be disjoint from each other except at m. The whole space has 
curvature no more than 0 and to every point there is a unique minimizing geodesic segment from 
m. but those segments do not vary continuously as the righthand endpoint moves along the circle. 
Remark 4.1. First variation. Let M be a complete metric space of curvature bounded above by 
K. In the proof of Theorem 4.3 we shall use the fact that the length of a geodesic varying contin- 
uously and uniquely in M, with lefthand endpoint fixed and righthand endpoint moving along a 
geodesic y, has a derivative with respect o arclength along y given as in Riemannian manifolds: 
namely, - cos cy, where cx is the angle between y and the varying geodesic. For geodesics in 
an RK region this was proved by Alexandrov: Theorem 3, Section 2 and Theorem 4, Section 4 
of [5] give inequalities in both directions. For longer geodesics that may not be minimizing in 
M, but have length less than rr/fi and vary uniquely and continuously with their ends in a 
neighborhood of a base geodesic, we can obtain the desired derivative by using the same kinds of 
comparisons on “thin” triangles, i.e., those that lie in a sufficiently small uniform neighborhood of 
the base geodesic. It suffices in making this extension to longer geodesics, possibly not globally 
minimizing, up to a length no more than the usual conjugate distance, to verify that thin triangles 
satisfy the triangle inequality and the usual angle comparisons. This is done in [ 1, p. 3 131. 
We need the following result on the unique deformability of (not necessarily minimizing) 
geodesics. 
Proposition 4.2. Let M be a complete metric space of curvature bounded above by K, and y 
be a geodesic from p to q of length less than n/a. Let (I and r be rectifiable curves, starting 
at p and q respectively, parametrized by arclength on a common parameter interval. Then y can 
be uniquely continuously deformed through geodesics y, joining o(t) to t(t) until the length of 
y(t) approaches n/ fi. 
Proof. By the proof of Theorem 3 of [ 11, for a sufficiently small neighborhood W of y , there are 
neighborhoods U of p and V of q such that every pair p’ E U, q’ E V possesses a unique geo- 
desic in W from p’ to q’. This geodesic depends continuously on p’, q’ with respect o the uniform 
metric on geodesic segments. Moreover, the uniform distance between any two such geodesics of 
length less than (~/a)--E is bounded by a constant C( K, 6) times the larger of the two distances 
between their corresponding endpoints. But then the theorem follows from an open-and-closed ar- 
gument on the parameter interval of (J and t, using the completeness of M and the fact that for any 
two of the yr, the maximum distance between their corresponding points cannot exceed CA t. 0 
The fact that radial uniqueness within the convexity radius implies bipoint uniqueness was 
proved for Riemannian spaces in [ 12, p. 1001 and [22]. 
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Theorem 4.3. Let A4 be a complete metric space of curvature < K. Let B be an open ball 
with center m and radius R 6 n/2* satisfying radial uniqueness with respect to m. Then 
bipoint uniqueness is satisjed in B and the radial distance function r is a convexjkction on B; 
in particular, B is an RK. 
Proof. We apply Proposition 4.2 first to show that r is convex on B. If we have a minimizer 
of length less than n/2&? starting at m, then we can deform it by moving the other end along 
a geodesic. It follows from [l, p. 3131 that the usual comparisons hold of the lengths of these 
deformed geodesics with the lengths of the geodesics in a corresponding fan in SK. Therefore 
while the length remains -C n/2&?, the length is a convex function of the parameter of the end 
geodesic. The convexity is strict except for radial directions. It follows that on every geodesic 
segment in B the maximum of r occurs at an end and there are no interior maximum points. 
When we deform a geodesic, then, the whole segment will remain in B if we keep the ends in B. 
Next we show that for every p, q E B there exists a geodesic in B of length at most r(p) + 
r(q) < n/a. Starting with the radial minimizer from p to m, we deform it by moving the end 
initially at m along the radial minimizer to q. During this deformation, the increase in length for 
a small displacement of the end is no more than the initial length plus the displacement, by the 
triangle inequality for thin triangles, Thus we will reach q without increasing the length by more 
than r(q) < n/2&?. The deformed geodesic always remains in B due to the convexity of r. 
To show uniqueness we use the operation of deforming a geodesic y of length < n/a 
by moving its ends along the radial geodesics towards m. However, the restriction of r to y is 
known by its convexity property to be strictly decreasing except at a minimum point; the end 
further from m, say p, is never a minimum point. Thus r decreases as we move away from p 
along y, so that by angle comparison in the thin triangle consisting of the two radial geodesics 
and a small segment of y, we conclude that the angle at p between the radial geodesic and y is 
acute. Therefore if we deform y by moving p radially inward, the first variation formula shows 
that the length decreases. During this deformation, if we reach a position for which the two ends 
are at the same distance from m, then both ends can be moved inward alternately, with the length 
always decreasing. 
We want to use this operation to show that there cannot be two geodesics in B joining p, q E B. 
Suppose there were two. If one of them has length 2 n/a, suppose p is its endpoint further 
from m and choose a segment of it of length strictly between r(p) + r(q) and n/a, joining 
some p’ to q. Then we can take a geodesic of length < r(p’) + r(q) -C r(p) + r(q) together 
with that segment. Thus we have reduced to the case where both have length < rr/fi. Now 
we can simultaneously deform the two by moving their ends inward along the radial geodesics. 
The two can never coalesce into a single geodesic because that would violate uniqueness in 
Proposition 4.2. Since the deformations decrease length, by Proposition 4.2 the process cannot 
be halted by having limit points of the ends with no limiting geodesics. Eventually we draw both 
geodesics into a neighborhood of bipoint uniqueness of m, contradicting that property. 
It remains to show that the unique geodesics in B of length -C n/a realize distance in B. 
Suppose p, q E B and for E > 0 we have a curve z in B from p to q which has length within E of 
the B-distance from p to q. Starting with the trivial geodesic p we deform the unique geodesics 
from p by moving one end along t until we get to q. During this deformation the rate of increase 
with respect to arc length along t of the length of the unique geodesics is no more than 1, by the 
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first variation formula. Hence the length of the unique geodesic from p to 4 is no more than the 
length of t, which forces it to be within E of the B-distance from p to q, Cl 
5. Global arclength and chordlength comparisons 
The following theorem, which gives global comparisons on arclength and chordlength for 
curves of bounded pointwise curvature, is restated in Theorem 1.1 and its significance spelled 
out in Corollary 1.2. Recall that a convex curve (or polygon) in SK is one that together with its 
chord bounds a convex region. If K > 0, such a curve always lies in a hemisphere. The proofs 
in this section are by reduction, via majorizing maps, to the case of a convex curve y in Sk. In 
Sk, the pointwise curvature hypothesis on y implies a local angle condition on convex polygons 
P inscribed in y, from which it follows that P can be obtained from a polygon inscribed in a 
k-curve by repeated applications of the classical hinge theorem. 
Theorem 5.1. Let y be a curve in RK such that K 6 k and s + r < 2x/&?, where s and r arc 
the arclength and chordlength of y. Then KK,~ < k. 
Proof. First we prove the theorem assuming that y is a convex curve in SK. We express the 
inequality kk,), < k as in Proposition 2.1 (b), by comparison of curves of equal length. Moreover, 
since every subarc of y inherits the hypothesis, it is enough to verify the comparison for just y 
itself. Ifs 3 length(k-circle) there is nothing to prove, so supposes < length(k-circle) or the com- 
plete k-curve is not a circle. We must prove that a k-curve y’ of length s has chordlength r’ < r. 
By Lemma 3.3 we have the following local angle condition: for three sufficiently close points 
m. p. q on y with that order along y, if we take points m’, p’, q’ on a k-curve having mp = m’p’ 
and pq = p’q’, then oz = Lmpq 2 Q’ = Lm’p’q’. Approximate y by an inscribed equilateral 
polygon P = popI . . . pn+l with the same endpoints and length s - E,, so that for i = 1, . . , n, 
the subarc of y from pi-1 to pi+1 satisfies the local angle condition. Let ai = Lpi_,p, p,+l. 
Let P’ = p~plo . . . pn+lo be an equilateral polygon having the same number and length of 
segments as P, and inscribed in a k-curve t with endpoints pm and P,,+~o. For the subarcs of 
r between adjacent vertices of P’, the discrepancy between their arclength and chordlength has 
the uniform bound C(s - ~,)~/n~, where C depends only on K. k. Therefore r has length at 
most (s - E,) + C(s - e,)3/n2, and hence is not a complete k-curve for n sufficiently large. It 
follows that P’ is a convex polygon. 
Now we may move P’ into P by applying the hinge theorem sequentially to the vertices of 
P’. At step i of the process, the convex polygon poi-l . . . pn+l i-1 is transformed to a convex 
polygon POi . . . pn+l ; by increasing the angle at p, i _ 1 by CX~ - CX,! to get the angle at pi,. The ver- 
tices poi_l, . . . , pi-1 i-1 are moved rigidly while the vertices p, r-l, . . . , pn+li-l remain fixed 
(pii- = pji forj = 1,. . . , n + 1). After n steps, the resulting polygon is isometric to P. Further- 
more, by the hinge theorem applied to the triangles Apo;_lpii-~pn+l i-1 and Apoipiipll+l i for 
i = 1, , IZ, the distances d(pm, pn+lo), . . . , d(po,, pn+ln) form a nondecreasing sequence, 
starting with the chordlength of t and ending with r. As II -+ 00, t converges to a k-arc y’ of 
length s and chordlength r’, which therefore cannot exceed r. 
Now suppose y is in RK. If r # 0, we complete y to a closed curve 0 by including its chord. 
By Reshetnyak’s theorem there is a closed convex curve (T’ in SK that majorizes 0. Since a 
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majorizing map preserves arclength and does not increase distance, the portion of 8’ that maps 
to the chord of y is itself a minimizing geodesic. Therefore 6’ consists of a curve y’, mapped 
to y, and its chord, mapped isometrically to the chord of y. On subarcs of y’ the arclength is 
maintained while the chordlength is not increased, so that the majorizing map does not decrease 
arc/chord curvatures. Hence y’ also satisfies K < k. Therefore, as we have just proved, ~k,~f < k, 
and in particular, ~k,~(y) = k~,~f(y’) < k. The same argument can be applied to every subarc 
of y, completing the proof. 0 
Corollary 5.2. (Inner supporting k-curves in Sk.) Let y be a convex curve in SK having K < k 
and chord pq. Let y ’ be a minor or semicircular k-arc going from p to a point q’ on the geodesic 
through p and q, lying on the same side as y of that geodesic and of the geodesic tangent to y 
at p. Let the length of y be no greater than that of the complementary k-curve to y’. Then y’ is 
entirely on or inside the convex hull of y. 
Proof. Although the case of interest has the k-arc y’ tangent o y at p, it suffices by taking limits 
to suppose y ’ starts into the interior of y at p. Therefore we have to show that y ’ never intersects y 
before q’. Suppose otherwise, and that m is the first point of intersection after p. Then the subarc t 
of y from p to m is outside the subarc t’ of y’ from p tom; their convex hulls form nested convex 
sets with the common chord pm as part of the boundary of each. The smaller convex set must 
have the shorter boundary, so s+ > s = ( r 1 > s_ = It’l, where s+ is the complementary k-curve 
length to r’. This contradicts the equivalent form of KK ,Y < k given in Proposition 2.1 (c). Cl 
Theorem 5.3. (Rigidity.) Let y be a curve in Rk satisfying 17 < ~k,~(y) = k and 
s + r x 2x/&?, where s and r are the arclength and chordlength of y. Then y and its 
chord bound a totally geodesic surface in M that is isometric to a domain C in Sk bounded by 
a k-curve and its chord. 
Proof. First we suppose y is a convex curve in Sk. and prove y is a k-curve. By assumption, 
there is a k-curve y ’ with the same arclength and chordlength as y . If r = 0, so that y is a closed 
curve, take y’ to be the k-circle that is tangent o y at the point p farthest from the base point 
of y and that lies on the same side as y of the tangent geodesic at p. We do not assume that y 
closes smoothly. Since p is farthest on y from y(0) = y(s), the geodesic through p and y(O) is 
perpendicular to y at p, and is thus a diameter of y’. On at least one side of this diameter, the part 
of y lying on that side has length at most s/2. Therefore Corollary 5.2 applies to the parts of y and 
y ’ on that side, so that there y ’ is nested in but no shorter than y . Therefore y and y’ coincide on 
that side. But then the part of y on the other side has length s/2 and the same argument applies. 
If r > 0, take y’ to have the same chord as y, and to lie on the same side of that chord. Let the 
chord be mq, y(O) = y’(0) = m, y(s) = y’(s) = q. From Theorem 5.1, using Proposition 2.1 
(b) and the assumption that the arclengths from q to y(t) and y’(t) are the same, we know that 
d(y(t), 4) 2 d(y’(t), q), and we have equality at t = 0. Hence the derivatives at 0 are related 
by the same inequality; we interpret hese derivatives as the radial components of the initial unit 
velocity vectors in terms of geodesic polar coordinates with origin q. If they are equal, then the 
curves are tangent at m; if they are not equal, then y’ is initially inside of y . Similarly we prove 
that y’ is initially tangent o or inside y at q. Then Corollary 5.2 easily implies that y must lie 
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on or outside y’ for at least length s/2 measured along y from each endpoint. Since v and y’ 
are nested and have the same length, they coincide. 
Now suppose y is in RK. We have just shown that the majorizing domain C for the closed 
curve consisting of y and its chord must be bounded by a k-curve and its chord. Then for every 
subarc of y the chord is at least as long as the chord of the corresponding subarc of iK, by 
Theorem 5.1; but it is no longer because the map is nonexpanding. Thus the map is isometric on 
every segment connecting pairs of aC that are mapped to y. 
It remains to show that the map is isometric on segments interior to C that extend to cross 
the chord part of aC. For this we use a rigidity theorem of Alexandrov: a triangle in RK having 
one angle equal to the corresponding angle in the model triangle in SK bounds a totally geodesic 
surface in RK isometric to the model triangle and its interior. Also see [ 1 l] for a proof of this fact. 
Every segment interior to C can be included in a triangle Am’p’q’ with vertices on the k-curve of 
C. where m’ is not an end of that k-curve and all of the lines from m’ interior to the triangle cross 
the k-curve again. Thus the majorizing map will carry Am’p’q’ with its interior to a triangle in RK 
with interior swept out by geodesic segments originating from the image m of m’. To show that 
the angle at m is the same as at m’ we note that there are segments between pairs of points on the 
k-curve cutting across the sides of the angle at m’ arbitrarily close to m’. The subsegments inside 
Am’p’q’ are all mapped isometrically, which forces the angles at m and m’ to be the same. 0 
Corollary 5.4. (Curvature zero curves.) If y is a curve in a metric space with curvature < K 
and if K = 0, then y is a geodesic. 
Proof. Sufficiently small subarcs y’ of y will satisfy ~~~~~ = 0. That is, arclengths and 
chordlengths of y’ coincide, which means that y’ is a minimizing geodesic. 0 
Remark 5.5. Haantjes proved that a curve with K = 0 in a space satisfying a curvature-K 
version of Ptolemy’s inequality for all quadrilaterals is a geodesic [20,33]. Since it is rather 
easy to see that Alexandrov curvature < K implies Ptolemy’s inequality, Corollary 5.5 does not 
generalize Haantjes’ theorem. For K = 0, Ptolemy’s inequality for a quadrilateral having side 
lengths a, b, c, d and diagonal lengths e, f is ef < ac + bd. 
6. Width and base-angle comparisons 
Lety : [O,l] -+ RKbeacurveanda : [0, l] --+ RK be the minimal geodesic segment 
joming its ends. We define the width of y to be 
That is, W(y) is the radius of the smallest tubular neighborhood about cr that contains y. If y 
has one-sided directions at its ends, then the angles formed by those directions and 0 are the 
base angles of y. If y is a convex arc in SK that makes acute angles with U, then W(y) is the 
width of the convex hull of y and is also the Hausdorff distance between y and 0. 
The purpose of this section is to give upper bounds on the width and base angles of a curve 
that has pointwise curvature at most k and is no longer than half a complete k-curve. (For longer 
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curves, see Remark 6.4) These bounds are sharp since they are the width and base-angles of 
minor k-arcs in Sk; power series representations for them that hold for all K are given below. 
Theorem 6.1. Let y be a curve in RK having K 6 k and length no more than half a complete 
k-curve in SK. Then the width and base-angles of y are no greater than they are for a k-arc in 
SK of the same length. 
Proof. We show first that if y and its chord 0 are majorized by a convex curve y’ and its chord 
o’ in Sk, then the width and base angles of y are no more than those of y’. Thus the problem 
will be reduced to the case of convex curves in SK. 
Note that a majorizing map does not increase angles in the boundary curve; in particular, 
we immediately get the comparison for the base angles. Suppose that W(y) is realized by 
d(y(s), a(t)). Let a’(t’) be a nearest point on 0’ to y’(s). Then 
W(y) = d(y(s), o(t)) 6 d&(s), a@‘)) 6 d&‘(s), a’@‘)) 6 W(y’). 
Now consider the case of a convex curve in Sk having length less than that of half of a complete 
k-curve. We use the hinge theorem technique of Theorem 5.1. The key observation is that for a 
triangle with acute base angles, the height and the base angles are decreased when the hinge angle 
is increased. We again choose equilateral convex polygons P = po . . . p,, and P’, having the 
same number and length of segments, and inscribed in y and in a k-curve t respectively. Assume 
the subarcs of y from pi-1 to pi+1 satisfy the local angle condition; in particular, the angles of 
P are no smaller that the corresponding angles of P’. Let y’ be the convex curve obtained by 
moving each subarc of y joining adjacent vertices of P rigidly so that the new endpoints are 
the corresponding vertices of P’. By the local angle condition, y’ lies outside P’ and inside t. 
Now transform y’ to y by sequentially increasing the angles of P’ to the corresponding angles 
of P, as in the proof of Theorem 5.1. The hinge theorem implies that the base angles of the 
intermediate curves are nonincreasing. Furthermore, the widths of the intermediate curves are 
nonincreasing at each step. In fact, the distance to the new base from any point p’ on the new 
curve does not exceed that to the old base from the corresponding point p on the old curve. To 
see this, perform a rigid motion (if necessary) so as to identify the arcs of the two curves that 
end at the hinge point q and contain p and p’; then the altitude from p to the old base intersects 
the new base (Figure 2). As n increases, y’ approaches ak-curve of the same length as y and the 
base angles converge, as does the distance from a given point to the base. The claim follows. 
When the length equals the length of half of a complete k-curve, we simply apply the result 
already obtained to subarcs and take a limit to get the whole arc. 0 
Theorem 6.1 generalizes and sharpens a lemma of Karcher [25, Sect. 5. I] for surfaces. 
Remark 6.2. The same technique as is used in the appendix yields power series representations 
for the bounds in Theorem 6.1. That is, for a minor k-arc of length s in Sk: 
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Remark 6.3. Smoothness and curvature. An important viewpoint of the geometry of metric 
spaces is that bounds on curvature can serve as a substitute for smoothness assumptions. In 
particular, curves of bounded curvature in our sense in spaces of curvature bounded above are 
the appropriate analogues of C’ curves with Lipschitz continuous velocity in Riemannian spaces. 
We can show that the two classes of curves agree not only in Riemannian manifolds but also 
in Riemannian manifolds with boundary; the latter provide a good test case because they are 
singular spaces of curvature locally bounded above [4] in which Lipschitz continuity still makes 
sense. To see that K 6 k implies the Lipschitz condition in this setting, apply Theorem 6. I. 
Indeed, Lipschitz continuity of a velocity field is defined by its deviation from parallel; this can 
be estimated in terms of its difference at the ends with the velocity of the geodesic chord, which 
is just the sum of the base angles and is ks + 0(s3) by Theorem 6.1. When the chord runs 
along the boundary it may not have parallel velocity field, but we have shown that the velocity 
of a geodesic is Lipschitz continuous [3]. There is a possible discrepancy due to using parallel 
translation along the chord instead of the curve itself, but the width estimates of Theorem 6.1 
show that the loop formed spans a ruled surface of area which is O(s3), and thus the holonomy 
effect is negligible. Conversely, when we start with a curve having Lipschitz continuous velocity, 
it is not hard to show using the first variation formula that t? is bounded. 
Remark 6.4. If the curve y of Theorem 6.1 is longer than half a complete k-curve in Sk, then 
we can show that its extreme width is achieved by a half race truck y’ of the same length in 
Sk, i.e., a k-arc extended by congruent angent line segments at each end so that those segments 
are perpendicular to the chord 0. (If K > 0, we assume the width of y is at most n/2&?.) As 
before, it suffices to prove this claim in Sk. The proof, which we briefly indicate, is an application 
of Corollary 5.2. Specifically, let y’ be tangent o y at a point p of y lying at maximum distance 
from cr, and let r be the equidistant curve determined by rr that passes through the endpoints of 
the k-arc of y’. Then Corollary 5.2 may be applied to the shorter of the two arcs of y that join 
p to points of t. Since we may assume that the orthogonal projection from y to cr is 1 - 1, it 
follows that the width of y ’ is not less than that of y . 
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7. Appendix 
The power series given in Proposition 2.2 was obtained by expanding the expressions given 
case-by-case in the following proposition. 
Proposition 7.1. Let (T (r, k, K) be the length of a minor k-arc having chordlength r in SK. The 
formula for d is given in cases, as follows. 
(1)ZfK=h2withh>0,1etko=~~.Then 
0 = - sin t ’ -’ ($sinr>. 
(2)IfK =o, 
2 kr 
(J = - sin-’ -. 
2 
(3) If K = -h2 with h > 0 and k2 > -K, let ko = Jm. Then 
o=1..( ) 
2 . -1 ko hr sinh - . 
ko 7 2 
(A circle.) 
(4) Zf K = -k2, then 
2 kr 
DZ- sinh -. 
k 2 
(A horocycle. ) 
(5) IfR = -h2 < -k2, let ko = dm. Then 
o = - sinh-’ k’, (; sinh $) . (An equidistant curve.) 
Proof. Case (2) is obvious; the other cases can be proved with some unity by considering SK as 
a quadric surface in R3. The metric on ES3 is either dx2 + dy2 + dz2 or dx2 + dy2 - dz2, so that 
the connection on lR3, used to take extrinsic acceleration of the curves, is the usual flat one in all 
cases. The constant-curvature curves in SK are realized as the intersections of SK with planes, 
and when parametrized by SK-arclength, the intrinsic acceleration is the orthogonal projection 
of the extrinsic one to the tangent plane of SK. The significance of ko is that it is the length of 
the extrinsic acceleration (ko = 0 in (4)). 
For two points on a constant-curvature curve in SK there is an extrinsic chord of some length 
a. The geodesic chord in SK is in the plane through the origin and the extrinsic chord. The 
obvious relation used in (2) has an analogue in the indefinite metric case, for which the circle 
k2(x2 + y2) = 1 is replaced by a hyperbola 
K(x2 - z2) = 1 : a = - sinh 2 
2 
h 2’ 
In cases (I), (3), and (5) we have two of these relations, one for the plane through the origin, 
relating a and r, and the other for the plane containing the curve, relating a and u with A 
replaced by ko. In case (4) the curve is a parabola and the metric of its plane is degenerate; then 
one relation reduces to simply a = 0. Thus in all cases the formula for o comes from equating 
two expressions for a. q 
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